Pacer 30
Wide-Area Vacuum

The Pacer 30 is the smart choice for fast, effective vacuuming
of large carpeted areas. Its dual 1-HP vacuum motors provide
impressive cleaning muscle in a single 30-inch (76.2 cm) pass.
l A unique vacuum muffling system, combined with extraordinary
filtration make the Pacer 30 an exceptionally quiet wide-area
vacuum.
l The large rear wheels and front swivel casters mean easy
maneuverability.
l The Pacer 30’s compact profile, adjustable handle, and self-propelled
brush action make it easier and less tiring to use, compared to
competitive vacuums.
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l At a steady work pace, the Pacer 30 will cover 19,000 square feet
(1,767 m2) of carpet per hour.
l The Pacer 30 is ideal for reception halls, meeting rooms, hotel
hallways, airport terminals, or any other large areas that demand
high performance cleaning in a hurry.
l For above-the-floor cleaning tasks, the Pacer 30 can be ordered with
a built-in tool kit. The tool kit features an on-board hose that
stretches to 9.5 feet (2.9 m), a 2-piece wand, crevice tool and round
brush.

Pacer 30 Specifications
Cleaning Path

1

9

30 in (76.2 cm)

Vacuum Motors
Quantity
Type
Voltage
HP
CFM
Closed Waterlift

8

2
Single-stage

2

115V (230V available)
1 HP (2 HP total)

3

194 ft3 (5.5 m3)
44 in (112 cm)

HP

0.33 HP

Nylon (adjustable wear)

Drive

Poly v-belt, steel pulleys
5 pile-height positions

Speed

1725 RPM

Width

30 in (76.2 cm)

Filtration
Capacity
Filter Area
Location
Type
Switches & Controls

4-stage clean air system. 3 internal and
1 exhaust filter (HEPA option)
1.5 bu (42.5 l)
795 sq in (5,128 sq cm)

Handle
Shoe

Cloth with zipper closure with
disposable paper filter bag
Dual deadman levers
Polyethylene

Two 10 in (25.4 cm) rubber
Two 2 in (5 cm) swivel type

Sound Level

Ergonomic four-position handle adjusts to
operator’s height.

3

Durable polyethylene body won’t dent or
corrode.

4

Double-row nylon brush rotates at 1725 RPM for
self-propelled action and deep cleaning.

5

“Quietbox” muffles vacuum noise and filters
exhaust air for quiet, clean operation. HEPA
filters optional.

6

Toe pedal makes adjustment to different pile
heights easy—five positions to select from.

7

Compact profile reduces the distance dirt travels
from vacuum intake to the filter bag for more
efficient air movement.

8

Handle folds down for convenient storage.

9

Dual deadman levers provide fingertip control of
brush and vacuum motors.

Stainless steel

Wheels

Overload Protection

2

Plated steel tubing with plastic grips

Casters
Cord

Padded handle grip provides increased operator
comfort and machine control.

Enclosed

Construction
Body

1
Plastic cylinder core

Bristles
Adjustment

6

115V (230V available)

Brush
Construction

5

4

Brush Motor
Voltage

7

75 ft (22.9 m) 14-3 SJT
17.5 amp reset circuit breaker
69 dBA

Dimensions
Length

43.5 in (110.5 cm)

Width

31.75 in (80.6 cm)

Height
Weight Machine

100 lbs (45.4 kg)

Shipping

120 lbs (54.5 kg)

Shipping Class
Warranty
Productivity

Ergonomic handle adjusts to operator’s
height, reducing operator fatigue.

36 in (91.4 cm)

“Quietbox” muffles vacuum noise
and filters exhaust air for quiet, clean
operation.

125

Optional HEPA filters help reduce
indoor air pollutants.

3 years limited, 10 years poly parts
19,000 sq ft per hour (1,767 sq m)
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